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Abstract: As organizations increasingly rely on information systems as the only way to conduct operations, keeping such
systems (and the data within) secure receives increasing emphasis. Not only do firms stand to lose money resulting from
such losses, consumers are increasingly wary of conducting transactions with firms with histories of publicized security
problems. In many organizations, however, an up-to-date and comprehensive information security policy seems to be
increasingly unable to handle security breaches. For example, Microsoft issued over 80 critical patches for its IIS Web
Server software over the past three years. Despite the low initial cost of the software, the maintenance costs over time are
prohibitive. Point for understanding security policy’s impact on an organization, and is intended to guide organizations in
developing, implementing, and maintaining security policy. In this paper we describe the use of information security model
in education system because the Information is an important property of every organization. The constantly increasing
natureof computers systems on the functioning of organizations results in concerns about the threats to the information
usage.Security requirements approached at the organization level initiate the need for models that capture the organizational
and distributed aspects of information usage. Such models have to express organization specific security policies and internal
controls aiming to protect information against unauthorized access and modification and against usage of information for
unintended purposes. What today’s organization require is flexible, authentication on necessity, context aware access control
and enforcement of dynamic authorization? In this paper we propose Context AwareInformation Security Architecture to
fulfill the organization’s security needs.

1. INTRODUCTION

Alarge number of organizations are extending their
operations to operate over online (internet). Education is also
one such application. Almost every education system
participants (e.g. university, colleges, School) have already
implemented some type of computerized system to manage
their operations. But they don’t have any connectivity
between themselves at all. A more integrated system will be
a boon to the parents.

Also it will be less costly for a parent to log into a
common website to get the information of many colleges
and school before admitting his ward into a college instead
of getting into different web sites. A web services approach
will do this but privacy and security of secret information
should be ensured. To do this one should understand the
security requirements of modern education system. First
education system needs a variety of authentication
mechanisms instead of traditional password mechanism.
Biometric and non-biometric methods are to be used. A
practical online education system either in school or
university must accommodate a variety of authentication
mechanisms. Secondly, even within a single collegeor
university, there can be lot of applications that require making
complex access control decisions. If a student wants to see
the marks of another student he cannot see it unless he is

given permission by the faculty who is handling the
subject.that allows authorization based on roles but that is
not sufficient to enforce policies that are dependent on run
time dynamic parameters. In new education applications
require context aware information security architecture to
enforce that. the security requirements of education system
need a very dynamic, flexible policy enforcement which
should also handle unexpected situations. In the proposed
approach authorization permission is either granted or
rejected dynamically with the aid of centralized access
control policy. Changing context is inferred and
corresponding access privileges are assigned automatically.

2. NEW SECURITY POLICY DIMENSION

The basic requirements for establishing a new Security policy
for any School and university is availability, utility, integrity,
authenticity,confidentiality, and possesion [8]. Given the
dynamic environment of computing, effectively meeting
these requirements is not straightforward. The challenge is
to come up with the most technically and economically
feasible plan for protecting computing activities, knowing
that today’s most secure technology will be vulnerable
tomorrow.Security policies are generally high-level,
technology neutral, and concern risks and must not be
confused with implementation-specific information, which
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would be part of the security standards, procedures and
guidelines, none of which falls within the scope of this paper.
Security policies are created by empowered representatives
of an organization from groups responsible for human
resources, legal and regulatory matters, information systems
public relations, security and the various lines of business.
Literature on how to develop specific Internet and
information security policies may be found in [7, 10, 12 ],
and. The problem with existing approaches is that none
address the problem of keeping up with the increasing rate
of change in e-commerce technology and applications nor
do they consider how to keep such policies consistent and
aligned with organizational objectives. To develop a tool
that would aid in the formulation and management of e-
business security policies, other tools in similarly rapidly
changing business area were examined. As is the case for
most systems problems, the best approach was found to be
a structured one, including analyzing risk and delegating
resources to protect the most valued assets of the
organization. PFIRES was developed borrowing from both
the new product development life cycle [11], and the systems
development life cycle (SDLC) [3]. Information security
policy is not an exact science. It is a method by which a
welldefined process is put into place so that all the
requirements of dealing with information security are
considered in a fool proof manner. A natural analogue to
this process is the SDLC, which creates a well-defined
process to consider an organization’s business requirements,
translate them into an information systems context, and then
develop an information system that supports those
requirements.this new model is not static. As the descriptions
of the process show, the variousphases in PFIRES can either
be gone through in detail or be short-circuited. It is detailed
enough to ensure that an organization does not overlook
anything while addressing a security issue, but dynamic
enough to ensure the speed and execution required to adopt
rapidly to changing business scenarios.

3. RELATED RESEARCH WORKS AND
LITERATURE SURVEY

Activities in a team are used as contextual information by
Georgiadis and Mavridis [5] and Wang [6] inTeam based
Access Control Model. Context Sensitive by Kumar et. Al
[7] is not applicablein distributed scenarios. Some more
research issues in context related security applicationsare
discussed by Neumann and Strembed [8] andLee et. al.
Applying RBAC model to applications distributed over
internet is proposed by Taylorand Murty [9] and Joshi et.
al. [10] whichdiscusses security model for authentication and
access. In the proposed architecture context parameters are
included to extend the RBAC model.

4. CONTEXT AWARE INFORMATION SECURITY
ARCHITECTURE

4.1 Proper Authentication

When a request is made to access information, first stage is
always authentication.

Biometric and non biometric— Digital techniques are
used. Each technique is assigned with a trust level decided
by the perceived reliability of the technique or given by the
organization by their experience with different mechanisms.
Trust level of retina is denoted as T (Retina). Generally T
(Retina) > T (Iris) > T (FingerPrint) > T (Password). To
access highly confidentialinformation a high trust level is
needed. In case user is logged on to the system with lesser
trustlevel, he will be asked to re login and request with a
required trust level. Education Systems have complex access
rules since there are many actors in the system and their
interlocking access privileges and most of the rules have to
be context aware. An Educations system should support
thousands of users, roles, objects and permissions. In this
section we try to describe access control schema
Terminology that can be as follow.

Used object: Smallest unit to be accessed and to be
protected Files.

Object set: Set of all objects within anapplication User
Set: Set of potential entities that can access objects in object
set of an application Manager Context Type (CT): Property
related to every participant in an application where it is
running) Time.

Context set (CS): Set of Context Types {Time, Location
….}. Whenever Necessary, elements of context set can be
added by administrators. Context Constraint (CC). It is
expressed as a regular expression. CC: = Clause1 U.  Clause 2
U. …Clausei Clause: = Cond1∩ Cond2 ∩…Cond j Cond: =
< CT > < OP > < VALUE > where CT C-  CS, OP is a logical
Operator from set {≤, ≥, ≠, =, <, >}. We can have user defined
operators also. VALUE is a specific value of CT.3.2.3.
Authorization Policy (AP):

It is a Quadruple AP = < UR, M.O, C> UR is user or
role M is Mode of operation (Read, Delete,write and Update)
O-Object in question C-Context Constraint.

4.2 Object Access: (OA)

It is also a quadruple. A = <U, M.O, DC > U-User who made
the request M-Mode of Operation Aut jorisation Level 2
Trusted Third Party DB Client System Authentication Engine
Policy Engine Authorisation Level 1Context Engine context
type in context set. Object access is granted only if there
exists an authorization policy < UR, M.O, C> such that UR
C-  S, M = M.O = O, C evaluates to be true under DC.

4.3 Algorithm

1. Find Policy Set required for a request PSR = {}. For
every AP in policy set.
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If (U in OA C-  UR in AP) and (M in OA = M in AP)
and (O in OA = O in AP)

Put AP in PSR End if End For.

2. ACCESS = “Denied” For every AP in PSR New = C;
CL = TRUE; For every clause CL in New For every
condition CN in CL

Get new value of CT in CN Calculate CN with new
value

If (CN = FALSE)

: CL = FALSE; Break ;}

End if

End For

IF (CL = TRUE) then Continue;

Else break;

End For;

If (CL = TRUE) ACCESS = “Accept”
Else ACCESS = “Denied”

3. If (ACCESS = “Accept”) and
(Classification= Highly Confidential)

Then use Ambient Calculus approach.

4.4 Ambient Calculus Approach

If the user wants highly confidentialinformation then ambient
concept is used. Assume user-agent trying to gain access to
anambient. In this case, we assume that the ambient, a
firewall, keeps its name completely secret, thereby requiring
authentication prior to entry. The agent crosses the firewall
by meansof previously arranged keys k, k’, k”. The agent
exhibits the key k’ by using a wrapperambient that has k’ as
its name. The firewall, which has a secret name w, sends out
a pilotambient k [out w. in k’. in w], to guide the agent inside.
The pilot ambient enters an agentby performing in k’ and is
given control by being opened. Then, in w transports the
agentinside the firewall, where the key wrapper isdiscarded.
The third name, k” is needed to confine the contents of Q of
the agent to prevent q from interfering with the protocol.
The final effect is that the agent crosses the firewall and
retrieves the informationAmbient Calculus Notation:

Highly confidential information P is kept in anambient
w.w is represented as a firewall.

Firewall �  (def) (vw) w [k [out w. in k’. in w]| open k’.
open k”. P]. The request is represented by anagent that have
three public keys k, k’, k” and the request as process Q.

Processes: P and Q Ambients: w, k, k’ and k”
Capabilities: in, out and open.

4.5 Restriction: (v)

4.5.1 Firewall

Firewall (def) (vw) w [k [out w. in k’. in w]| open k’. Open
k”. P].

4.5.2 Agent

Agent (def) k’ [open k. k” [Q]].
Agent and Firewall composition:

Agent | Firewall

≡ (vw) (k’ [open k. k” [Q]] | w [ k [out w.in k’. in
w ]| open k’ . open k”. P]
→* (vw) (k’ [open k. k” [Q]| k [in w]]| w [open k’. Open

k”. P])
→* (vw) (k’ [k” [Q]| in w] | w [open k’. open k”.P])
→* (vw) (w [k’ [k” [Q]]| open k’. open k”. P])
→* (vw) (w [[k” [Q]| open k”. P])
→* (vw) (w [[Q | P])

Here →* represents reflexive transitive closure and (vw)
represents the restriction on w.
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5. IMPLEMENTATION OF PROPOSED SECURITY

5.1 Architecture

Main Components of securityarchitecture are:

1. Authentication engine.

2. Authorization engine.

3. Classification engine.

4. Context engine.

Authentication Engine is responsible for issuing
authentication certificate with trustlevel embolden on it.
Authorization Engine monitors all requests coming from web
service interface. If requester has right to access information
which is decided at run time then access is granted and
information is sent torequester. Context Engine evaluates
each type dynamically and returns the results toauthorization
engine. Classification Engine provides the current
classification level of object being accessed to authorization
Engine.

5.2 Prototype of the System

We discuss below an application “Education System” where
the proposedarchitecture can be of more useful.Application
Overview:

The Education portal is the main accesspoint of all users
such as Professors, Students,and Administrative Staff, etc.
It provides information to common public and alsoprovides
dynamic function on web page for users based on their roles.
For Example oneuser authenticated as a student can see his
marks, assignment questions, test schedule, etc. Also he can
see the seminars being organized in the dept. When professor
X logs in, all his classes, subject names are displayed.
Selecting a particular one displays name of students enrolled,
their previous semester Marks, etc. This information will
not be visible to others as they cannot authenticate
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themselves as Professor X. This is the first level of Security
which is based on RBAC Model. Behind this layer we have
our second layer called context layer. Only system
administrators can go up to this level to see those pages which
define access policies,context definitions. This layer
implements our dynamic context aware access control
infrastructure and all access control policies are written there.
They define context types, specify conditions associated with
particular permissions based on context definitions. This
supports access control requirements that we need for
educationsystems. One such requirement is a student can
see his own marks but not other students. Theadministrator
defines a context type isowner (Uid, Oid) which evaluates
target objectto determine if it is owned by target user and
returns the Boolean value. To update studentmarks a
professor should be the one who is handling the subject and
he should be authenticated at a trust level of fingerprint or
higher. This can bewritten as Is Sub Taker (Uid, Sid) and
AuthLevel (Uid)> = T (Fingerprint).

5.3 Result Evaluation

Let us see how the above architecture works inthe following
scenarios. Following are some of the filenames availablein
the system.

{Colleges, Project, Career, Intercom numbers, Marks}

Object Type {Public, Confidential, Internal Useonly,
Highly Confidential}.

Public: {Colleges, career}Internal Use only={Intercom
numbers}.

Confidential = {Marks..} Highly Confidential =
{Project, Feedback about students}.

Roles = {Management, Faculty, Student, Admin Staff,
Public, Parents}.

Users in Management = (Kumar, Vasu} Faculty =
(Kavitha, Kumaran….}.

Students = { Eswar, James….} Adminstaff = {Shanthi,
Kala….}.

Public = {Guest,….Parents = { Raman, Veean….}
Context Type = {Location, Time, Trust Level,

Classification, smember (Project).

Is Owner (User,Object)…..} Location = {Secure,
Public}.

Time = {all time, office hours, non office hours}.

Trust Level = {Password, Thumb, retina…}
Classification = {Public, Confidential, Internal Use only,
Highly Confidential}.

Action = {Low, Medium, High}.

Low = {Read}.

Medium = {Append, write}.

High ={delete}.

Condition = < CT > < OP > < VALUE >

Access Policy:

AP01: < Public, Read, Help, Location = "public"

∩ Time = alltime > AP02: < Management, Read,
Confidential,

Location = “Secure” ∩ Time = “Office
Hours ∩ Is Owner (User, Project) ∩ Classifcation =

“Confidential”
AP03: < Student, Read, Marks, Location = Public ∩

Classification = Public> and we have so many other policies.

Scenario 1:

Guest requesting for college general information at
5.00 pm from a internet café.

Req. info.: College = Public

Role = Public

Time = alltime

Location = Public

By our algorithm Rule AP01 will be selected.

There Condition is

Location = “public” ∩ Time = alltime

Location = “public” 1
Scenario 2:

Kumar wants to see his project from internet café by
10.00 a.m Kumar is in management role. So AP02 will be
selected. Conditions there is Location = “Secure” ∩ Time =
“Office Hours ∩ Is Owner (User, Project) ∩ Classifcation
= “Highly Confidential.

Location = Public 0

Time = Officehours 1

Is Owner (Kumar, Project) 1

Classification = “HighluConfidential” 1 === 0 ∩ 1 ∩ 1
∩ 1 So he will not be given the access. Though he is having
all rights but since he is trying to access the information
from a public place, he is not authorized to see the
information.Likewise many cases are testes and found to be
context aware. We have used XML for writing the
policesbecause XML is the standard representation for
interoperation rules between different applications.

6. CONCLUSION

In this paper we described a context aware information
securityarchitecture thatextends the traditional RBAC model
to gain more advantages because of the context property.
Our research motivation comes from the complicated access
control requirement of current education systeM. Traditional
RBAC model is static with poor flexibility and extensibility.
Our new security infrastructure is dynamic and with
following advantages.

Our proposed model takes authorization decisions based
on context information in addition to roles. It can be applied
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dynamically. The proposed security infrastructure is flexible
and allows easy extensibility.
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